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Shaun Botterill, Head of the PlayStation EMEA Sport team,
commented: “We’re incredibly proud to be the first video
game publisher to adopt the world-renowned FIFA DNA of
competition, authenticity, realism and integrity in its
gameplay.” Zlatko Dedić, Gameplay Director at EA
SPORTS commented: “We are delighted with the result of
the comprehensive research we’ve carried out over the
last two years into the physics of football, the behaviour
of players on the pitch, and the game play experience to
prepare FIFA 22.” Every element of game play is using
input from player movement and the power from the data
collected from one motion capture character in a real-life
player match. The match engine has also been improved
to provide a more realistic and challenging football
experience. More information on FIFA 22 will be
announced in the coming weeks. The official FIFA channel
is on Facebook and Twitter. More photos can be found on
the official FIFA 22 site. About FIFA FIFA is the world's
leading franchise in sports video games and has sold over
100 million units across all platforms to date. The FIFA
franchise is available in more than 130 countries and,
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together with the official FIFPro partners and official
Puskás Award partners, FIFA reaches over 1.5 billion
players each year, providing unrivalled authenticity,
innovation and social interaction. FIFA series games have
been awarded numerous accolades over the past decade
including 'Sports Game of the Year', 'Best Sports Game',
'Best Online Game', 'Best Soccer Game', 'Excellence in
Design', 'Game of the Year', 'Best Multiplayer Game', and
'Best Soccer Game'. FIFA 19 is available at www.fifa.com
and on the PlayStation 4, Xbox One, and PC. About Maxon
Maxon ( specializes in the visual simulation of human and
animal movement through motion capture technology.
For more information, please visit EA SPORTS, FIFA,
Player, PLAYERUNKNOWN'S BATTLEGROUNDS, the EA
SPORTS, FIFA, PES and the PES Logo are trademarks or
registered trademarks of the Electronic Arts Inc. and their
use is an expression of EA’s relationship with the player
community. All other products or company names are
trademarks or registered trademarks of

Features Key:

Live your dreams in Career Mode. Build the club of your dreams and take it into Call of Duty: Black
Ops continues the next generation of action-shooter fun HIGHLIGHTS Featuring a brand-new game
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mode, Blackout, Call of Duty: Black Ops continues to deliver the largest and most diverse
multiplayer experience yet. In Call of Duty: Black Ops 2 multiplayer, you can invade the live, online
environment as Blackout, a Black Ops universe where you become one of the Blackout universe's
many ghosts. Call of Duty: Black Ops 2 is an epic, world-altering experience where players become
lethal forces in a maelstrom of mechanized, modern-warfare warfare. Game ModesBlack Ops is
back and better than ever with loads of new game modes, including a new battle royale-style
Blackout. A total of 8 breathtaking maps and 3 new modes. This includes Ghost’s “Competitive”
mode, which puts players in the heart of a massive four-player battle to be the last one standing in
this high-octane competitive environment. A mode that really screams “Destination: Kill”, Blackout
takes place in the same universe but with the Ghosts players as the people on the hunt and the
remaining BLOPS players as the people trying to survive. The new battle royale Blackout mode
features a number of classic Black Ops game modes, including Domination, Escalation, Hardpoint
and Suppression. The center of the game. The new combat system includes a multitude of
improvements, focusing on fast and precise, co-operative and competitive firefights. The new
“Ghost” system leads the way, allowing players to vanish from sight and put snipers in positions
where they can unleash their deadly fire against targets. The return of environmental damage, for
a new way to fight opponents in the world. Accurate counters and complex placement of explosives
and 3D vehicles. Spawning, getting stuck, and struggling in the dark haunt you, no longer.
Experience the new rise of Fireteam tactics. The new gameplay, and even more FPS. Rising Storm
is back, a completely new game mode where players must battle waves of AI-controlled players
known as Seraphs. A revolutionary move made possible by Unreal Engine 4. All of Rising Storm’s
new maps, modes, and game types are available on PC. Rising Storm Apocalypse is a battle for
survival where players 
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FIFA is the leading video game brand in the Sports
genre, allowing you to play the beautiful game like
never before. Simply download the game on your PC,
PS4® or Xbox One, join one of the biggest fan
communities in the world on Facebook, or watch the
live event on FIFA.TV. In FIFA 22, you’ll get to the
pitch with the most authentic club football
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experience. Feel what it’s like to score an
unstoppable goal, make your teammates stand on
their heads, and experience the thrill of leading your
team to glory. Features: Powered by Football™ – FIFA
22 is built on a new code base, combining incredible
gameplay innovations with a streamlined, simplified
user experience. – FIFA 22 is built on a new code
base, combining incredible gameplay innovations with
a streamlined, simplified user experience.
Fundamental gameplay innovations – Innovative,
ground-breaking new gameplay and essential re-
balancing that redefines the way you play. –
Innovative, ground-breaking new gameplay and
essential re-balancing that redefines the way you
play. Tactical Free-Kicks – A revolution in free-kicks
that will transform the way you build-up your attacks.
– A revolution in free-kicks that will transform the way
you build-up your attacks. Journeyman Career –
Complete the Journeyman Career mode by earning
new player attributes and unlock improved skill
development. – Complete the Journeyman Career
mode by earning new player attributes and unlock
improved skill development. Revamped Career Mode
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– Numerous improvements and additions to the
Career Mode, including a career now longer than
ever. – Numerous improvements and additions to the
Career Mode, including a career now longer than
ever. New Standard Match Engine – Experience what
it’s like to play in fast-paced matches thanks to the
new engine, which re-balances pitch sizes and
includes an incredible variety of new approaches. –
Experience what it’s like to play in fast-paced
matches thanks to the new engine, which re-balances
pitch sizes and includes an incredible variety of new
approaches. New Road to Glory – Take on the most
authentic and credible tournaments with a brand-new
Road to Glory that truly showcases your ability and
dedication to the game. – Take on the most authentic
and credible tournaments with a brand-new Road to
Glory that truly showcases your ability and dedication
to the game. Revolution in Authenticity – Experience
a revolutionary story mode inspired by the
bc9d6d6daa
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The Ultimate Team mode returns for FIFA 22, giving
you the chance to create your ultimate team by
taking on your friends in a variety of authentic online
tournaments, or to take your FIFA collection to the
next level by using brand new items to customize
your real-life virtual squad. FIFA Ultimate Team brings
together the very best players from around the world
to create the ultimate team from over 300 leagues
and competitions – all accessible from one interface.
Create a team of players across multiple positions
and equip them with items to give them an edge.
Throughout your journey to acquire the items you
need, you’ll face other players in live online or local
area matches that test your tactics, strategy and, of
course, your patience. Be sure to keep an eye out for
“Forecasted Matches” as they will appear in the
match organizer, and can be earned for completing
certain tasks. FIFA Mobile – A new mobile version of
FIFA Ultimate Team features complete editable teams
with more than 30 leagues and cups to play in. It’s a
lot more like the real thing than we’ve ever seen
before, with 23 leagues and cups, over 100 leagues
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and cups, and more than 400 clubs to manage, with
gameplay that reflects the sport’s true feel. FIFA
Soccer Power Pro Evolution 2: Street – Start creating a
dream team in a football game unlike any other with
FIFA Soccer Power Pro Evolution 2: Street. The
football industry has never been more realistic, as
players have never been closer. You can choose your
favourite team and create a professional-quality
street team from scratch. Then you can take the
battle online and test your skills on the competition's
biggest stages. FIFA Power Pro Evolution 2: World
Edition – This new version of the massively popular
FIFA Soccer Power Pro Evolution 2 brings both a host
of new features and gameplay enhancements,
including a brand new animation engine, a deep stat
system and a full day/night mode, which offers a new
level of immersion never before seen in a football
game. FIFA Mobile – New FIFA Mobile content is just a
tap away, with new players ready to guide you along
your journey, new players waiting to be discovered
and new players that you can bring into your game.
New kits, training sessions and the exclusive FIFA 20
Player Experience are just a few of the FIFA Mobile
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content updates on the way in FIFA Mobile. CYBRING:
Fortnite – Battle your way through a free-to

What's new in Fifa 22:

FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which
uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life
players playing a complete, high-intensity football match
in motion capture suits. The data collected from player
movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is
used to power FIFA 22 gameplay. A Premier League run-in
to lift the FA Cup brings true reward in Career Mode.
FIFA Mobile’s mobile database of over 250 licensed player
cards from around the world get a further boost, with
more than 250 new cards to choose from. Devise your
strategy and tactics on the go in new in-app Match
Training apps.
Real Vision Pro for Windows (with legacy 1.6 firmware)
now runs on Windows 7 and Windows 8. Xbox 360
controller compatibility means you can play your way
using FIFA controllers on Windows.
Xbox One controller and pro-only setup compatibility
means FIFA 22 works with an Xbox One controller and Pro
setup on Xbox One. FIFA Elite Series and World Cup Pro
players can set up as they wish: with bluetooth or USB
and be sure to check your FIFA settings to make sure your
audio is configured for optimal FIFA control.
Re-worked Pickups (Picks). Winners are spoilt with new
and legacy features during the six weeks leading up to
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the FIFA World Cup. Favoured players can now be in your
squad as sooner as Draft Picks, or in your Packs as Draft
Picks (Xbox/PC versions of the game).
World Class Training is packed full of extra touches, re-
works and signature features.
The changes to Ball Physics include higher intensity, more
dynamically shifting physics and more highlights
throughout the game. The kicking and passing accuracy of
the game can now have a greater impact on the score in
attack, defence, set-pieces, corner kicks and more, and
FIFA players now rely on play-making skills across the
pitch to unlock potential scoring chances.
FIFA has also made significant improvements to Ball
Physics in FIFA World Cup™ Edition to enhance
simulation, including the following: a tighter, more
responsive ball, and a higher intensity pass and aerial-ball
physics. Throw-ins have also been altered and are more
accurate and realistic.
Improved AI – new improved back-talk phrases and
challenges, including intimidation up-check challenges of 
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Football is the world’s most popular sport.
It’s also the most talented – Brazil is home
to football’s greatest players, while the
world’s best teams are captained by some
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of football’s greatest heroes. It’s the most
popular sport in the world, and no-one
knows football better than FIFA, the most
popular video game in the world. What is
the FIFA series? For 18 years, fans have
enjoyed the FIFA series on their PCs,
consoles and mobile devices. Gamers who
play the game are touched by the beauty of
football, which is rich with traditions and
histories. Whether it’s skill, teamwork,
outstanding tactics or pure passion, FIFA
offers gameplay experiences that are
rooted in football – and somehow
otherworldly. FIFA truly is football, and if
it’s football that you want to play, you’ve
found the best game on the market. Can
you set up? In FIFA, you can pick from more
than 30,000 officially licensed players in up
to 24 leagues and more than 300 national
teams from across the world, from Bolivia to
Zambia. The game delivers authentic player
faces and body types and offers new visual
technologies that make your players leap
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off the screen. Just like in the real world,
FIFA allows you to feel the atmosphere of
the pitch and hear the fans cheering for
you, and becomes more in tune with real
life. Can you feel the atmosphere? Feel the
heat and sweat as your players run up and
down the pitch. The press of the crowd is
there in the stadium and around you as you
fight to win. If your team is successful,
you’ll feel the atmosphere on the pitch. See
the fans get behind you, and feel their love.
Fans will celebrate with you if you win, and
you can celebrate with them. The
excitement builds and the crowd goes wild
as the ball is kicked into play. The goals you
score in FIFA are the same goals that are
scored in real-life football, so there’s
nothing fake about the fun. What does FIFA
have to offer? FIFA is the most popular
football game in the world, and it continues
to be evergreen. What makes it unique and
timeless is its gameplay, as FIFA lets you
play your favourite sport with the best
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players and teams in the world in the most
authentic way possible. It offers never-
before-seen level
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